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I. INTRODUCTION 
A Hill’s equation is an equation of the form 
Y” + P - d4lY = 0 
!a + 4 = 4(4, I 
(1) 
where @) is assumed to be integrable over [0, ~1. Without loss of generality, 
it is customary to assume that 
s n q(2) dz =0. 0 
The discriminant of (1) is defined by 
44 = Yl(4 + YSW, 
where yr and ya are solutions of (1) satisfying 
and 
YIKV = Ya’(O) = 1 
Y,‘(O) = Y‘m = 0. 
Pertinent information about the analytic structure of the discriminant 
can be found in Magnus and Winkler [l]. d(X) is an entire function of order 
l/2 and d(X) - 2 has infinitely many zeros with no finite limit point. To 
each zero there corresponds a solution of (1) satisfying 
Y(4 = Y(O) and Y’(4 = Y’(O)- 
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This condition, combined with (I), defines a self-adjoint boundary value 
problem. It has only real eigenvalues which are the zeros of d(A) -- 2. 
They are denoted by hi (i = 0, 1, 2,...) and are arranged so that 
A, < A, < A, < A, < A, < ‘... 
Similarly, the eigenvalues corresponding to the boundary condition 
3((n) = -y(O) and ;\1’(z-) = -y’(O) 
are the zeros of d(X) + 2 which are denoted by A,’ (i = 1, 2,...) and are 
arranged so that 
The two sequences are interlaced so that 
AQ < A,’ < A,’ < A, < A, < A,’ < A,’ < . .., 
The following intervals are now formed: 
In the intervals of type (-CD, A,-,] and [A,,-, , A,,] we have d 3 2. In those 
of we Gh, , ~~,+J ad N,, , X2,-,) we have / d 1 < 2. In intervals of type 
[ALnpl, A;,] we have A < -2. 
For values of X such that / A 1 > 2, (1) h as no solution which is bounded 
for all real Z. When 1 A / = 2, there exists at least one bounded solution. 
When 1 A 1 < 2, all solutions of (1) are bounded for all real Z. 
Therefore, the intervals for which I A I < 2 are called stability intervals, 
while the remaining intervals are called instability intervals. All instability 
intervals are finite except for (-m, A,]. 
The following result will be proved. 
THEOREM. If q(z) is real and integrable, and ;f precisely n jnite instability 
intervals fail to z?anish, then q(z) must satisfy a dzTerentia1 equation of the form 
4 (an) + H(q, q’,..., q”“-“) = 0, a.e., (2) 
where H is a polynomial of maximal degree n + 2. 
Borg [2], Hochstadt [3], and Ungar [4] proved this theorem for the case 
n = 0, i.e., when all finite instability intervals vanish, and found that 
q(2) = 0, a.e. (3) 
For the case n = 1, Hochstadt [5] showed that q(z) is an elliptic function 
that satisfies 
q” = 3q2 + Aq + B, a.e., (4) 
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where A and B are constants. Equations (3) and (4) are equivalent to (2) 
for the cases IZ = 0 and 1, respectively. In particular, for the case n = 2, 
the explicit expression of (2) is 
qc4) = 10~4” + Aq” + 15(q’)~ - 10~~ + Bq” + Cq + D, a.e., (5) 
where A, B, C, and D are constants. 
Erdelyi [6] investigated a Hill’s equation where q(z) is a Lame function 
and discovered situations where all but a finite number of finite instability 
intervals vanish. Equation (4) provides a converse to some of his results. 
Lax [7j later showed that if q(z) is a periodic solution of 
cq + KM = 0, (6) 
where c is a constant and K, is an nth order Korteweg-deVries operator, 
then the Hill’s equation (1) has only a finite number of instability intervals. 
Equations (3), (4), and (5) are equivalent to (6) when n is 0, 1, and 2, respec- 
tively, and hence provide a converse to Lax’s result for these cases. 
Hochstadt [5], also proved that q(z) is infinitely differentiable a.e. when 
n finite instability intervals fail to vanish. We assume this result throughout 
this paper. 
II. A NECESSARY LEMMA 
As in [5], y2 is represented by the series 
re(4 = f YkG4 
0 
where 
we(x) = (sin hlkz)/P~” 
(74 
(7b) 
and 
w~+l(x) = (l/W) J’: sin N2(z - 5) q(6) z+(c) d<. 
0 
(74 
We let Q(z) = j: q(l) dc and write wk(z) in the form 
wk(z) = fk(z) sin X1/*2 + gk(z) cos h’i*z. (8) 
We now prove the following. 
LEMMA. Let q(s) be infinitely dz&rentiable. Then 
f&) = f [(Pz”(z))/yP-l/2)] + o[l/(XM+~+r~)] (k = 1, 2,...) (9) 
z=o 
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and 
g&) = 5 [(R,“(z))~(A’;+‘)] + OII~(XMff~fl)] (k = 1, 2,...), (10) 
l=O 
where Pop and Rok are po[ynomials in 0 and q plus integral terms, P,‘: is a 
polynomial in Q, q, q’,..., q(2z-‘) plus integral terms, and RLk is a polynomial 
in Q, q,..., qtzz-l) plus integral terms. Furthermore, the maximal degree of 
the nonintegral terms in PLk and RLL is k. 
The proof is accomplished by induction. By repeated integrations by 
parts, we get, for k = 1: 
N (- l)yqmyz) + q”“‘(())] 
which can be put in the form of (9) and (10). (For details see Appendix I.) 
We now substitute series (9) and (10) into (7~) and perform repeated 
integrations by parts. This yields 
! s --1 + cos h’J2z x1,2 M P,K(5) z 4(0 z;. Xk+l--1/2 4 o
(2n) 
(29z-1) 
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(For details, see Appendix I.) Hence, 
and 
&+1(4 = c gig + 0 (&i-)l 
7lkO 
where 
+ c (- lYwlY4 44 - WO) 4(.w” 
l+?l=nk 
2271+2 
+ c (-lyplk(4 464 - WO) &)I’““-” . (1.2) 
1+n=nz+1 
pn+1 
A multiplication by p increases the maximal degree of each term in (11) 
and (12) by 1. Furthermore, for fixed m > 0, the highest order terms in 
the nonintegral parts of Pk” and R&+’ are qC2+a) and CJ(~~-~), respectively. 
For m = 0, the nonintegral parts of Pt+l and Rt+l are polynomials in q 
and Q. 
Therefore, PL+’ consists of a polynomial of maximal degree k + 1 in 
Q, q, q’,..., q(2m-2) plus integral terms, and Ii;+’ consists of a polynomial 
of maximal degree k + 1 in Q, q, q’,..., q(em-l) plus integral terms. 
The proof of the Lemma is now complete. 
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111. PROOF OF THEoRIm 
The proof of the theorem is accomplished by investigating the related 
problem 
U” + [A - q(,z + T)]U = 0; 7 real, arbitrary (13) 
and by assuming the result [5] that q(x) is infinitely differentiable a.e. when 
n finite instability intervals fail to vanish. 
Let z+.(z) denote the solution of (13) which satisfies 
u,(O) = 0 and up’(O) = 1. 
In [5], Hochstadt showed that (13) when subject to u(0) = U(V), has eigen- 
values I, where pi(~) lies in the ith finite instability interval of (1). 
Therefore, all but n zeros of U%(T) and ye( n coincide when precisely 71 finite ) 
instability intervals fail to vanish. Furthermore, as functions of A, yl(rr) 
and Us are entire functions of order l/2. Hence, 
where f(T) is a constant which may depend on T. 
From the lemma it follows that, for real X 
y2(7r) = (sin A1P7r/X1/“) + 0(1/X), 
and similarly for z+(r). This implies that f(T) = 1, and 
u&T) fi [A - p&q] = Yz(T) fi [A - Pic4 
i=l i-1 
This is rewritten as 
Us i U&p-j = y2(~) 2 Uj(T)h”-j, 
i=O j=O 
where Uo(T) = 1 and 
(14) 
Uj(T) = (- 1)’ for j=1,2 ,..., n. 
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From the lemma it follows that 
y*(z) = i. [f&c) sin Wz + g,&z) cos W*.z] 
=qg[l+f fg+o(&)] 
k=l I=0 
+ cos h’k% c c [ ,1, zyoq + 0 j&J] 
sin K/*z 
=-Jip-- 
[ 
1+i 
n=O k=;T;~*T;+l % + * G4] 
2=0,1.*.....n 
1 
k+l-?Z 
T$$$+*(&)]. 
k=l*2.....?l 
Z=O.l,....?+1 
Hence, 
sin P/*2 N 
Y2(4 = p/2 --Ix 
L V-0 
y+*(&i)] 
+ cos A’~*2 
[ 
c PI y+o(&)], 
7l=l 
(15) 
where 
Po(4 =1, P&> = c Pz”(4 
k+f-l--n 
and 
&(4 = c w’(4 for n== 1,2 ,..., N. 
kfZ===-n 
For fixed n > 1, 
p&d = pnw + c Pzk(4 
Is+z-1=n 
k=2,3.....n+l 
Z=O.l.....n-1 
= [(- 1)“-1/2”“][4’*“-“‘(2) + q-*)(o)] + c Pzkb9 
li+z--l=n 
k=2,3.....n+l 
1=0,1,....n-1 
= [(- 1)922”] q’*+*‘(z) + P,*(z). 
(16) 
Clearly, P,*( ) ’ z IS a p ly o nomial of maximal degree TZ + 1 in Q, q, q’,..., q(2n-4) 
plus integral terms. 
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Us can also be represented by a series of the form 
u&, = f zgz), 
” 
where 
and 
o,+,(z) = & 6 sin J~~‘*(x - t) q(5 + T) w&i) dS. 
Following the same steps as in deriving (15) we get 
+ cos A147 
[ 
j. (TJX”) + 0 (A)]. (17) 
From the analog of (1 I), using the periodicity of q, it follows that S,(T) 
differs from the nonintegral terms in P,(T) by a constant. In fact P,(n) = 
S,(O). Similarly, (12) can be used to show that T, is precisely the constant 
KS4 
The trigonometric terms in (17) are expressed as exponent& giving 
+ e-iAwr n+1 qT) 
2 ~o~+!i!i~++Ts-)]. L 
y*(r) has the same representation with 7 = 0. Equation (14) now becomes 
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We note that for Im(P) > 0, eiA”an ---f 0 as Im(Alp) -+ co, while for 
Im(h1/2) < 0, e-ih”2n --t 0 as Im(A1~2) --+ co. Therefore, the coefficients of 
ei11i2n and e-iA1’2n from both sides of (18) must be independently equal. Hence 
[ ?I+1 I!ix!a +g 2 + 0 (A)] j$o q(O)h”-j c k=O hkfll” 
= [TOW + Fl$ + 0 (A)] t ui(+“-i. (19) 
j=O 
This, in turn, implies that all coefficients of powers of h-l12 in (19) vanish. 
In particular, 
jz,z [do) sk(T) - dT> Sk(o)] = 0 for l = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
This is rewritten as 
Z-l 
uz(T) = ul(O) + 1 [Uj(0)S&j(T)- S,-j(O)Uj(T)] for l = 1,2,.-.,*. (20) 
j=O 
We solve (20) recursively for ur(~),..., ~~~~(7) in terms of S,(T),..., S1-r(7) 
and conclude that U&(T) is a linear function of So(r),..., St(~). That is, or(r) 
is a polynomial in 4, q’,..., 4 ~l-~) of maximal degree I+ 1, for E = 1,2 ,..., n. 
Matching coefficients of hn-3/2 in (19) gives 
j+zn+l ud”) ‘dT) = j+$n+l ‘k(O) ui(T)~ 
k#O k#O 
which is rewritten as 
io [udO> sn+l-dT> - Sn+l-do> ~A711 = 0. (21) 
From (16), we see that sn+l(T) = [(- l)“/2znfz] qczn)(T) + sn*fl(T), where 
sz+l(T) is a polynomial of maximal degree n + 2 in Q, q’,..., qcen-‘). 
We conclude that (21) is of the form 
4 Qn) + H(q, q’,..., q”~-“1) = 0 
and the theorem is proven. 
We now derive explicit expressions of these equations. The lengthy 
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process of repeated integrations by parts gives the following convergent 
series: 
u&r) = ’ * 11 + [4(T);2h] + [3$(T) - q"(T)]/w 
+ [$“‘(T) - lOq”(~) n(~) - 5[q’(+ + 10q3(~)],/32X3 + 0(1/P)/ 
+ cosPk /(-1/8h2)jan q2(z + .)dz + O(l,'A3$ (22) 
(A simpler formal procedure for deriving this series is found in Appendix II.) 
When all finite instability intervals vanish, (14) becomes u,(n) = y2(rr). 
Matching coefficients of k3j2 yields 
n(4 = 4(O), a-e. 
from which (3) immediately follows. 
For n 3 1 when we substitute (22) into (14) and match the coefficients 
of jp-3r2 w e get 
44 - do> = (1/W&-) - dO)l, at- (23) 
The coefficients of hn-5b vield 
(52(o) + [4(4/7-1 do) + (3/g) 42(T) - kf(+81 
= ~~(4 + MO)/21 d) i- (3/W P(O) - W’UW~I~ a-e- 
A substitution of (23) into the above expression gives 
u:(T) = [-d'(T)/81 + (3/g) 4+(T) - {[4@)/41 - [do)/211 q(T) 
- WW81 + kVM1 - MO) d3/~1 + ~2(0)T a.e. (24) 
When all finite instability intervals vanish, the only nonzero symmetric 
function in (14) is u,,(T). When precisely one finite instability interval fails 
to vanish, q,(T) and U1(T) are the only nonzero symmetric functions in (14). 
Hence, when all finite instability intervals vanish, the explicit expression 
of (21) is (23) with U1(T) = 0. 
Similarly, when precisely one finite instability interval fails to vanish, 
the explicit expression of (21) is (24) with U2(T) = 0 and (4) then follows. 
To obtain (5) we need only substitute (23) and (24) into the explicit 
expression of (21) when precisely two finite instability intervals fail to vanish. 
This yields an equation of the form 
Cf4’(T) - l@(T) f(T) -1 -d@‘(T) - 5@(T)]’ + loq3(T) + B+(T) 
+ cq(T) + D = 0, a.e., 
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where 
-4 = Zq(0) - 4u,(O) 
B = 12a,(O) - 6 
C = 160,(O) + Zq(O)d 
D = - 10q3(0) + 8[q(O) q”(0) + q(0)q2(O) - Za,(O)q(O)] 
+ 5[q’(O)]’ - Q”“(0). 
--iPPENDIS I 
In this section we derive the expressions for wl(x) and w,+,(z) which 
were stated in the lemma. 
For FE CNIO, z], the integration by parts formula yields 
and 
I ” cos 2h’l”{F(5) dc 
‘0 
cos 2~‘,‘zF’“‘l+lJ(~) - F'2"-l'(0) 
p/\n ----I t 0 (,A). (26) 
LTpon inserting (7b) into (7~) we get 
sin X1i2(z - 5) sin Al/Q(<) d{ 
sin A”% cos A,“5 - cos A1;‘?z sin A’;‘<] sin W”~q(i) d[ 
= !.k?!? sz sin 2hlP[q(<) d[ 
2 0 
cos pie2 
- 
F 
2 
2A ." 
[I ~ cos 2A’:‘Q q(LJ dc. 
409/.51/3-15 
Lrsing (25) and (26) this becomes 
+ f (- 1),-l sin 2~l?ql2ll-ll(4 
I,=1 
----- + 0 (,&,; pl~?l 
=~own- [sin 2X’:*z cos X1/*2 - cos 2A1/*2 sin Xl/*,x] q(*“)(z) - 22n+*/ptsle 
+ f (--l) n sin A1Fzqc2n)(0) 
I =n 
22n+*~n+3/2 
+ f (-l)"-l[COS 2h’/‘Z COShli’z + sin 2X1/*2 &Xl/*x] q(*n-11(z) 
7l=l 
22n+lXn+l 
cos A’FZ z 
2A 1 q(5) 4 + O(l!P’+‘). -0 
By factoring sin /\‘p.z and cos A1fLz out of their respective terms, the desired 
result for q(z) is obtained. 
By writing (7~) in the form 
Wk.,&4 = &2 Ii r 
‘0 
sin h’/*z cos /tl/“[ - cos W?z sin hl/*c] q(c) z+(l) d< 
and using (8), we get 
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s 
z 
II_ cos X’p&I[sin X1/“5fk(&‘) q(5) + cos h’~“~g,(~) q(5jJ dc 
cosxlRz z 
- -- AlI2 s 
sin W[[sin A1”<fk(<) q(t) + cos W&J<) q(c)] d[. 
0 
sin Wz 
s 
: 
-+~,E- o cos2 ~1/“5q(5) <ES(~) 4 
c0sx’~% = 
-x1/2 s sin2 ~~‘/*5q(5) .I&) 4 0 
cos w2,?i --- 
AlI2 I 
’ sin 2A”21 q(6) f&) d<. 
0 2 
Let 
F,.(4 = &4fk(4, G&4 = d4gA4 
and note that 
COG A’Q = (l/2) + (cos 2N’5/2), 
Then 
sin” X1/1< = (l/2) - (COS 2X’RJ2). 
sin A1i2z z 
+ 2w ‘0 c ~0s 2~1’25Gh-(5) 4 - 2xl,2 
cos A”% j’ Fk(5) d5 
o 
cos P/4 = --- 
2A’12 I 0 
sin 2X1i25Gk(5) d< + ‘G j’cos 2W25F,,.(5) d<. 
” 
(27) 
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Sow integrate the app p ro riate terms in (27j II!- pms [using (25) und (X)1: 
then 
,, si;;‘;‘” ) $ (- ~)“+‘[cos A1 %zF~? 
,2,r tI,,,z $) - Fpn)(0)l --- 
.I< 0 
CO;F:~, j f (- 1)“+1[~~~ 2h’ “zGpn)(z) ~- G;“‘(O)] 
-7 
,A=” 
329zp1/2 
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+ f (-l)“[sin 2h 1’2.z cos A’% - cos 2h1’% sin A”“z] F?‘(z) 
?I=0 
22n+2hn+l 
+ f (-l)%nsin~~(0) 
?Z=O 
+ f (- l)n-l[cos 2h1’22 cos hl’*z + sin 2h1’2z sin A1’2.z] F,f’-l)(z) 
?I=1 
22nt1pzt1/2 
+ f (-I yycos 2x ?z cos h1’2z + sin 2h”2z sin hl%] G!“‘(z) 
?l=O 
22nt2jpt1 
+ 2 (- I)“-‘[COS 2h1’2~ sin h1’2z - sin 2h1’2x cos h1’2z] Gp-l)(z) 
n=l 
22n+1plt1/2 
Therefore, 
wktl(z) = sin wz I& IO2 Gk(&“) d5 + i. (-I)” [ F’)$!~A$)(o) ] 
+nilw [ 
Gf”-l’(z) + G?-“(O) 1 
22ntljpt1/2 1 I
--I z + cm P’*~ 2h112 i s o F,&) 4 
+ ~l(-')"-l[F~-l~~~~~~~:-"(o) ] 
+ I?ow)" [ (28) 
409/51/3-16 
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and we need only substitute the equivalent series for Fk and G, from (9) 
and (IO), respectively, into the above expression. 
APPENDIX II 
Due to the complexity of calculating series (22) by repeated integrations 
by parts, we offer a simpler formal procedure for deriving this series in an 
asymptotic sense. 
In Coddington and Levinson [7] it is shown that the equation 
y” + [x” - q(t)]y = 0 (29) 
has asymptotic solutions of the form 
y+(t) = eiAt 
[ 
1 N fg+o(&)] 
?I=0 
and 
y-(q = e-iAt g g&$ 
[ Tl=O +0(&i)]. 
Let ya(t) = ay+(t) + by-(t), where ya(0) = 0 and ~~‘(0) = 1. A direct 
substitution of ya(t) into (29) yields 
Hence a[2;fk+, + f z - qfn] eiAt + b[-22&+, + gz - qg,] e-iAt = 0, from 
which we conclude that 
fn+dt) = & s’ hfn - f ;I dt 
0 
and (30) 
&+x(t) = & j”’ [-q&i + g:] 4 for n>l. 
0 
By taking fo(t) = go(t) = 1, it immediately follows that 
&z(t) = (-l)“fn(t) for n = 0, I, 2 ,... . 
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From ~~(0) = 0 we get b = --a and hence 
I ~~(0 = a jezrr [ z. N fg+o(&)] 
- e-iA’ [ c
N (-l;fJt) + 0 (&)]I 
?i=O 
yP’(t) = a(d) jetAt i f* 
F n=O 
+ O i&i,] 
+ e+At f (-lcfn(t’ + 0 (A)] j 
L ?2=0 
+ a eiAt 
I [ 
1 .xJ qg+o(&)] 
?l=O 
- e-jAt c N (-I;:‘@) + 0 (A)] I. 
?Z=O 
From ~~‘(0) = 1, it follows that 
eiAt _ e-iAt 
Y2W - 
2i 
sin At 1 [ifn(t)/Xn] + cos At C [fJt)/Xn] 
r*(t) - 
neven nodd 
2.A + c [fn’(0)Pnl 
n odd 
Let T = xnOdd [fn’(0)/Xn]. Then 
(31) 
ll(ih + T) = (I/d) [l/( 1 - F)] 
- -i go [(iT)“/X”+l] + O(1/XN+2) 
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After expanding this series sufficiently and substituting the results into 
(31), we get 
y2(n) = sin hz[(llh) -t {[tz(n) + ;fi'(0)]iA3> 
+ {[f4(4 + if3’P) - [f~‘Kol’ + ~(4f1’(w~“1 
+ {[f&d + if’@) - ?f~‘(%fci’(o) - i[fi'(o)13 + if(~)fs'(o) 
- .fz(~)v~‘w1i~‘> + w~g)l 
+ c~sw-tfdw) - w3(4 + w4hvw-l~ + owv. (32) 
The first few results of repeated applications of (30) are 
fdt) = 1 
fdt) = (l/24 Q(t) 
h(t) = -W~[Q2Wl - dt) + dW 
f$) = -U/W [l-Q3Wl - s,‘n”(d T + dO)Q(t) - Q(t) n(t) + 0) - n’(o)] 
fdt) = WWXQ”W241 - SW q2(t) + WV Q2Wl + W’) q2(t) 
- (3/2) a”(O) - do) dt) - d(O) Q(t) - k(t) Q2(Wl 
+ Q(t) a’(t) - d’(t) + d’KW 
Due to the length of f5(t) and fa(t), we simply state that 
f5'(0) = (-1/32i)[-2q3 + 5(c~')~ + 69~" - Q""]~=,, 
and fs(x) = 0. 
These results are now substituted into (32) and we finally get 
Y&) = sin W(l/h) + k7(0)P~31 + {k2(0) - d’(O) + 2a2(0)]/W 
+ {[--5k?'(0)12 - lOq(O)q"(O) + lOq'(O) + q'4'(0)]/32h7} + 0(1/P)] 
+ cos An- [( - 1 /8h4) jon q2(7) dr + 0( 1 jh6)] . 
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